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Items marked with an asterisk (∗) require you to submit a written explanation or solution.
Please form your explanations with complete sentences and in your own words (as though
you are explaining the concept to another student in the course). If the problem requires
computation, make sure that it is written neatly and arranged so that another person can
follow your work.

Before Class

1. Watch the following video on the standard addition algorithm using base ten blocks:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BRwBJ7SaZPA

2. (∗) Use the standard algorithm to evaluate 183ten + 259ten in two ways: once using
pictures of base ten blocks and once using just numbers. (In your base ten picture,
make sure you point out where you are trading ten smaller blocks for one larger block.)

3. Read the section titled “Lattice Algorithm for Addition” on page 131 in the text.

4. (∗) Use the lattice algorithm to evaluate 183ten + 259ten.

5. Read the section titled “Scratch Algorithm for Addition” on page 132 in the text.

6. (∗) Use the scratch algorithm for evaluate 56ten + 23ten + 34ten + 67ten.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BRwBJ7SaZPA2


During Class

1. Solve each of the following in three ways: once using base five

blocks, once using the standard algorithm, and once using the

lattice algorithm.

(a) 32five + 11five (equals 43five)

(b) 43five + 23five (equals 121five)

(c) 114five + 41five (equals 210five)

2. Solve each of the following in two ways: once using base five

blocks and once using the scratch algorithm.

(a) 12five + 21five + 32five (equals 120five)

(b) 13five + 14five + 23five + 21five (equals 131five)

Extra Practice

1. Solve each of the following in three ways: once using base five

blocks, once using the standard algorithm, and once using the

lattice algorithm.

(a) 41five + 14five (equals 110five)

(b) 103five + 33five (equals 141five)

(c) 211five + 134five (equals 400five)

2. Solve each of the following in two ways: once using base five

blocks and once using the scratch algorithm.

(a) 11five + 22five + 33five (equals 121five)

(b) 41five + 24five + 21five + 32five (equals 223five)


